


… Even as Arnold shouted and signaled Rich with a nudge of 
his heel, he was slipping his shield from his back and over his arm. 
He could see lumps on the ground—almost a dozen bodies—and 
one man fleeing the scene. A handful of ragged-looking men 
watched him go. The biggest of the bandits stood several feet 
closer than the main group, leaning over a fallen body.

Arnold tilted his arm up to keep the shield from falling as 
one by one he bent the prosthetic fingers into place. The distance 
between him and the big man narrowed. He had two fingers left 
to go and no time.

Without drawing his sword, he bumped his knee against 
Rich’s side. The horse veered to the right, and Arnold swung his 
shield at the man. The bandit jumped backwards, but not fast 
enough. The bottom of the shield clipped his chin, throwing him 
to the ground.

Arnold sat back, and Rich ground to a halt. A quick squeeze 
of his foot made the horse pivot to face the other bandits. They 
were leaping aside to avoid Chris, who had cantered down the 
slope at Arnold’s heels.

“Behind you!” shouted Terrin from atop the hill.
Arnold spun Rich to see that the first man had clambered 

back to his feet, sword in hand. He charged, ready to skewer the 
man, but the bandit slipped out of reach. Rich pivoted to face the 
man again and reared, his hooves thrashing.

The bandit leaped back, across the body he’d been standing 
over. A woman, or a youth? Arnold couldn’t tell for sure. The man 
pointed his sword at the still form. “Make one move, and I end 
this one’s life.”

Arnold lowered his sword …
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ANNOTATED CAST OF CHARACTERS

The Original Companions

Christopher Fredrico: The youngest of Earl Fredrico’s eight 
children, twin to his sister Trillory. Chris was accused of stealing 
a magical Shard, stripped of his family name, and banished from 
North Raec. But on his journey to the border, he turned aside to 
follow the riddle quest.

Arnold Fredrico: Chris’s cousin and lifelong friend. Arnold 
completed his training and was made a knight a few weeks before 
Chris’s banishment.

Terrin Xell: Being of the forest people, Terrin is practical and 
level-headed. Haunted by spirits from a young age, she has a strong 
distrust or even fear of magic.

Nora of Yorc: Though the mountain people of Yorc are renowned 
for their strength and skill as warriors, Nora is shy and dislikes 
conflict. Taught herbal medicine by her aunt, she wants to become 
a healer, but she also enjoys history.
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Met on Their Journey

Andrea: Nora’s childhood friend, a harpy seer whose family 
guarded the first riddle. Andrea set the companions on their quest.
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Thomas: A skilled healer, forced into retirement after a dispute 
with the Healer’s Guild. Thomas loves ancient stories, especially 
those of King Miles, and was researching the riddles when he met 
Chris and joined the quest.

Ceianna: Second Sentry of Shylak, a soldier of the swamp people. 
Ceianna was raised by her grandmother to hate the forest people, 
but she became Terrin’s friend and helped rescue her from the 
wraiths.
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The Fredrico Family

Diard Fredrico: Earl of Fredricburg, and father to Chris.

Trillory: Chris’s twin sister, who has had water magic from 
childhood. Not a typical noblewoman, Trill would rather tend a 
garden than attend parties.

Anthony: The eldest son of Earl Fredrico. A favorite of Duke 
Grith, Anthony is always looking for more friends in high places.

Gillian: Second son of Earl Fredrico, and Ambassador to South 
Raec.
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The Royal Family

Nylan Coric: King of North Raec.

Brayden: The second-born prince, sent as an emissary to South 
Raec. An awkward youth, Brayden prefers the quiet of a library 
over the bustle of court.
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Tyler: Crown prince of North Raec, and elder brother to Brayden. 
Tyler presided over Chris’s trial and banishment.

King Miles: (deceased) Historic founder of the Coric Dynasty. 
Miles followed the riddle quest centuries ago and discovered the 
Riddled Stone, a magical artifact that is the emblem of the king’s 
authority.
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Other Characters

Duke Grith: Advisor to King Nylan. Grith has powerful magic, 
but hides it.

Eric: The son of Duke Grith, and friend to Trillory. Though not 
a strong magician, Eric knows a lot and enjoys teaching.

King Orin: Monarch of South Raec.

Baron Torc: A young South Raecan noble on King Orin’s 
advisory council.

Mason: Chamberlain of Castle Coric. Distantly related to the 
royal family, Mason handled much of Brayden’s tutoring.

Lady Joline: Ambassador to North Raec from the Diamond Isles. 
Joline tutored Trillory in court manners.
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Arnold

The cold stone pressed against Arnold’s shoulders, telling him 
he couldn’t back any further into the corner. But that didn’t 

stop him from trying. Across the room, the monster didn’t seem to 
have noticed him. Yet. But he was sure that it would soon. There 
could be no hiding from all those eyes, and it was almost finished 
with its previous prey.

Timmy, his friend and companion, lay crushed to a pulp 
beneath its hairy legs.

Arnold glanced at the door, wondering if he could make a run 
for it. But he remembered how heavy the thick, oaken door had 
been when he first entered the room, and from that side he had 
merely turned the handle and pushed. From this side, the fact 
he could barely reach the handle would make it hard to hang on 
while pulling.

His eyes flicked back to the monster. It just sat there, gloating 
over Timmy’s lifeless body.
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He would be next.
The bare, stone room gave him nowhere to hide. If fleeing was 

out of the question, he would have to fight his way out.
Taking a deep breath and balling his hands into fists, he took 

a step forward.
Or tried to.
His foot scraped across the ground.
The monster skittered back, surprised.
“Never hesitate! Always press your advantage while you can.” His 

father’s words echoed in Arnold’s ears. 
But he was frozen. He couldn’t take a second step.
“If your first plan falls apart, do not push it. Fighters must always 

be ready to reassess the situation at a moment’s notice and adapt to the 
new circumstances.”

Arnold reversed his step, going back to his corner.
His one advantage had been lost. The monster had already 

recovered. Now it shifted its weight back and waved its front legs 
in the air, preparing to strike.

He was dead. There was no way he could defeat the beast now.
“Hawks scream when fighting to remind their enemy that they 

are the stronger one, and to remind themselves. Both are important: 
If you think you’ve lost, then you already have. But the same is true 
for your enemy.”

Right. If he was afraid, he should just turn the tables! Arnold 
opened his mouth, filling his lungs for the ultimate battle cry.

What came out was a long wail. It tore through the silence of 
the room—and through what shred of courage he’d worked up. 
His knees buckled beneath him, his shoulders slumped in defeat.

“Arnold?”
The door flew open, crashing against the wall.
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In the doorway stood his mother, her brow creased, her gray 
eyes filled with worry.

“Mama!” cried Arnold. “Don’t come in! There’s a monster.”
“A monster?” She turned to scan the room. “You mean this?” 

In three strides she approached the creature, bent, and lifted it 
by its sides between two fingers. “It’s just a tarantula. It can’t hurt 
you.”

“But it killed Timmy.”
“Timmy?”
Arnold’s mother crouched to look him in the eyes.
“Who’s Timmy?”
“My pet mouse.” He pointed to Timmy’s remains.
“I didn’t know you had a pet mouse.”
“He’s been living here for a week, and I’ve been taking care of 

him. He was going to be my squire when I became a knight. But 
now…” He sniffed.

His mother sighed. “I’m sorry, sweetheart, I didn’t know. 
Come here.”

He rose and crossed the room, going round to stay on the 
opposite side of his mother from the tarantula, eyeing it warily.

His mother wrapped her free arm around him and pulled him 
close.

“I’m sure it was horrible for you to watch Timmy die. But you 
know a mouse and a human boy are two very different things. The 
tarantula cannot hurt you. Touch it and you’ll see.”

She held it up.
The sight of its eight legs flailing uselessly in the air made 

Arnold’s stomach turn over, and he pulled away, shaking his head 
violently. Nothing had the right to that many legs. Especially such 
long, thick, hairy ones.
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His mother sighed and released him. Then she turned, set the 
spider in the doorway and watched it scurry away.

“Why did you do that? It killed Timmy!”
His mother turned back to him, and took his shoulders in 

her hands.
“Arnold, do you love animals?”
“Of course. You’ve always told me to.”
“Well, that tarantula was just an animal. Like any other. It 

held no threat to us.”
“It killed Timmy!”
“And we will mourn his loss, but the spider was only doing 

what it had to do to survive. It eats mice, and Timmy was a mouse. 
That’s how it works with animals.”

“But I loved Timmy. You told me I should love animals, and 
I loved Timmy.”

“Sadly, no matter how much we love them, animals can 
become no more than what they are. Timmy was a mouse, and he 
lived the life of a mouse. He was only more than a mouse in your 
eyes, though I’m sure, in his own way, he valued your friendship. 
Now the only thing we can do for him is to give him a proper 
burial.”

Mother released him and scooped up Timmy’s body. “Do you 
think he’d like it if we put him under the rose bushes?”

Arnold sniffed. “He’d prefer lilacs.”
“Of course.”
Mother stood and led him through the halls of the fortress, 

out across the courtyard, and into the garden. Kneeling in front of 
the lilac bushes, she handed him Timmy.

“You hold him, and I’ll make a grave.”
Nodding, he cradled what was left of Timmy. It wasn’t much. 
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He watched as his mother’s long slender hands cleared away the 
dirt.

“Melody?”
The gruff voice made Arnold jump.
“I was wondering where you were. What in the world are you 

doing?”
He turned to see his father looming behind him, his stern face 

creased with confusion.
“A tarantula killed Arnold’s pet mouse, and we’re burying it,” 

Mother said calmly. She removed another scoop of dirt without 
even looking up.

“His pet mouse?” Father’s dark, amber eyes narrowed. His lips 
pursed, stretching the skin to show a narrow, white scar. Arnold’s 
father had many such scars. One at his jaw, another over his eye. 
He was even missing a chunk out of his left ear. All the scars 
showed clearly against his ruddy skin.

“Yes.” Mother’s voice sounded tense, but she continued to dig.
Arnold’s spine stiffened. He could feel his father’s irritation.
“What on earth is he doing with a pet mouse?” Father’s voice 

had lowered to an ominous rumble. Experience taught Arnold 
that after this, the yelling would start.

He saw his mother’s eyes slide shut as she prepared an answer.
He chose to interject, “His name was Timothy. He was going 

to be my squire one day.”
“A squire? A mouse cannot be a squire. It couldn’t even handle 

a little old spider! Even if it had the brains and strength to fight, 
it would be dead of natural causes before you are old enough to 
hold a real sword.”

Arnold’s hands closed protectively over Timmy’s remains.
“There’s no reason to honor such a weak animal. If it can’t 
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even protect itself, what is its purpose?”
“But he was my friend,” Arnold murmured.
“Then you should have protected him. Now stop sobbing like 

an idiot and leave it be.”
“Husband!” Mother snapped.
“The boy should face reality.”
Melody stood and turned to meet her husband’s eyes, flecks of 

fiery silver lighting her gray eyes. “I, too, think Arnold should be 
able to face reality. But he is only six. There is no reason he cannot 
mourn the loss of his friend.”

“It was you, wasn’t it? Putting ideas into his head about 
treating animals as equals.”

“I have never said they should be treated as equals. Merely 
that they should be respected and cared for. They are as much 
a part of this world as we are, and essential to our way of life.”

“That’s one thing, but a mouse? Befriending a mouse?” Father’s 
voice was rising. “That is foolishness!”

Arnold made a snap decision. He jumped to his feet, tossing 
aside Timmy’s remains. “You’re right, Papa. I should have known 
better than to care about a mouse. It won’t happen again.” He 
forced a smile as he raised his head to meet his father’s eyes. 

There was a momentary staring contest. Then his father said, 
“Good. Then wipe those tears, boy.”

Arnold raised a hand to touch his face. It was wet and slick 
with tears he didn’t know he’d been crying. He quickly wiped 
them away with his sleeve and laughed.

“I didn’t even know I was crying. I must have gotten dust in 
my eyes, silly me.”

He then turned and walked away. He rounded the corner, 
then stopped to listen.
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“You’re too hard on him.”
“There’s no excuse for a boy his age to be befriending mice.”
“In your eyes. But he has no one else to be friends with.”
“There are plenty of other boys here.”
“Yes, but none his age. And they all look at him as your son. 

As someone to please for your sake. Not as someone they want 
a real friendship with.”

There was a long silence.
Then Mother added, “You’re visiting your brother in Fredric-

burg soon, right? Diard has a young son, too. You should take 
Arnold with you. It would be a good experience for him.”

“Hmmph.”
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Nora, 13 years later

Nora woke to weak morning light filtering through the leaves. 
She pushed back her blanket and sat up, wincing at the pain 

in her right leg. The soldier’s sword had left a nasty gash, but it was 
a clean cut, and while it had bled heavily at first, it was healing 
well. She’d have an impressive scar, but she was in no immediate 
danger.

Except, the soldiers had recognized them.
So now the king knew they’d defied his decree of banishment.
And she had no idea whether her friends had escaped.
On the other side of the clearing, Minty raised her head.
Nora downed a hard biscuit and a strip of jerky, washing the 

dry-food flavor away with a swallow of water. Then she pulled out 
her bandages and medicine and crossed the clearing to tend her 
horse’s wounds.

They couldn’t risk infection. She’d seen what that had done to 
Arnold, losing his hand.
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She swayed into Minty, unable to stop the tears that pooled 
in her eyes.

Minty whickered, poking her nose against Nora’s shoulder.
“I’m sure it’s fine.” She spoke gently, to sooth the horse. 

“I know I saw Terrin leave, and Ceianna was there to help. I’m sure 
the others got away, too.” She cleaned each cut, tenderly spreading 
salve over the worst. “Nothing we can do now. We’ll just follow 
the plan and head to River’s Cross. Meet up, cross the Kaln, and 
then south to the cliffs—Easy, girl.”

Minty jerked her head when Nora touched the largest cut. 
Then nickered again.

“You weren’t even worrying about them, were you? You just 
want water, don’t you? Give me a minute.”

Nora stepped back, satisfied. Minty, too, was healing well.

2

Arnold

Arnold popped the last bite of jerky into his mouth. He draped his 
arms across his knee, his right thumb gently rubbing the stump of 
his left hand. Out of the corner of his eye, he watched a sparrow 
perched on the back of his saddle. It pecked at the leather a couple 
times, then hopped sideways.

“You have to face it sometime,” said Thomas as he shoved 
bandages into his pack.

“Huh, the bird?” Arnold blinked, then shook his head. “No, 
the saddle. Right.” He sighed.

“Unless you don’t think you’re up to it?” the old man said 
with a grin.

“Me? Give in to a measly saddle? Never!” Arnold leaped to his 
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feet and shook his fist. The bird fled.
Thomas laughed.
Rich looked up from his quiet grazing to give Arnold an odd 

look.
Arnold whistled as he strode to his saddle, and Rich trotted 

across the clearing. Thomas turned to saddle up his own horse.
“No holding your breath today,” Arnold said, patting Rich’s 

neck.
Now, to face the saddle. It was his first time tacking Rich up 

since losing his hand. When they were traveling together, Chris or 
Terrin always beat him to the task—and to tell the truth, he had 
let them pamper him. No longer.

First, he threw the saddle pad over Rich’s back, shifting one 
side and then the other until it was in place. He bent over the 
saddle. Tilting it back with his right hand, he slid his left arm 
underneath and lifted. Throwing it across Rich’s back was easy.

Now the challenging part. Reaching under Rich, he grabbed 
the girth and pulled it around. His eyes darted between the ring 
on the edge of the girth and the long leather strap he needed to 
tie to it. Awkwardly pinning the girth to Rich’s side with his left 
forearm, he grabbed the end of the strap. As he poked it through 
the ring, Rich turned his head to stare at him, snorted, and shook 
his mane.

“If you have a better idea, I’d love to hear it,” said Arnold. 
Holding the strap tighter than necessary, he released the girth. He 
wound the leather through the ring again, pulling it snug before 
tying the knot. He tied it as loosely as he could, but it still took 
a few tries to poke the end through.

Using his arm once more to brace himself against Rich, he 
started to pull the knot tighter. Rich glanced at him, then blew out 
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a long stream of air, as if emptying his lungs.
“Thanks buddy,” said Arnold, grinning.
He finished and stepped back. “Would you look at that. I am 

smarter than a saddle.”
“Well done,” said Thomas. He’d already finished tacking. 

“You still need a bridle.”
“Right.”
Arnold grabbed the bridle and started to pull it over Rich’s 

ears. His left hand went to catch the bit, and he paused as his 
stump bumped against it.

His throat caught for a second and he met Rich’s eyes. Rich 
blinked once, then opened his mouth and let Arnold slip the bit 
between his teeth.

“I don’t know what I’d do without you, buddy,” Arnold said, 
tossing the reins around the saddle horn.

“And, Thomas, if you ever need help with your saddle, I’d be 
happy to lend you a hand.” Arnold grinned broadly. “Eh?”

Thomas shook his head. “The singular being key. You seem 
upbeat. I thought you’d be more worried about Terrin.”

Arnold raised an eyebrow. “Terrin can take care of herself. 
Besides, she’d slap me if I even thought of worrying over her.”

“Hmm,” said Thomas, grabbing his bag and mounting his 
horse.

“What?” Arnold snatched up his own pack.
“Nothing, nothing. Though I wouldn’t be surprised if she’s 

worrying about you.”
“Why would she do that? She’s probably glad to be free of my 

jokes. No appreciation for fine humor.”
As he mounted he glanced at his stump. Hand or no, I proved 

yesterday I’m still a decent fighter.
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It’s not the same though. And in a full scale battle— 
He shook his head. No. There’s no reason for anyone to be 

worrying about me.

2

Terrin

“All right, let’s get out of here,” said Terrin as Chris finished his 
sandwich. She’d already saddled Leaf.

He took a sip of water before answering. “What’s the big 
hurry?”

“Nothing. I just… don’t want those soldiers to find us.” She 
crossed her arms as Chris stood and started saddling Marc.

In reality, all she could think of was the previous night, when 
she had summoned a spirit. And though she didn’t feel the slightest 
tingle of magic nearby, it felt like the trees were watching her.

When Chris finished, Terrin snatched up her pack and half-
leaped towards Leaf.

The bag twisted in her hand, and the flap dropped open, 
sending her belongings tumbling across the ground. Leaf skittered 
sideways and reproachfully tilted her head towards Terrin.

Terrin took a slow breath as she knelt to repack her bag.
“What’s wrong with you today?” Chris asked. “You’ve been 

out of it all morning. You even forgot to buckle your pack.” He 
bent to gather a few items that had bounced a couple feet away.

“It’s nothing, I’m just—” She paused as she pulled out the 
wraith-tooth knife from beneath a pile of clothing. She swallowed 
and shoved it into the pack.

The knife had scared off the spirit. It was her shield. But it 
reminded her of the sadness she’d sensed as the spirit drifted away.
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“You’re just?” prodded Chris. He held out her bundle of jerky 
strips.

She shook herself. “Worried about the others.”
It wasn’t a lie, exactly. Who knew what trouble Arnold would 

get into without Chris or her to keep him in line?
She turned away to tie the bag behind her saddle. “I’m 

surprised you aren’t. Worried, that is. Isn’t that your specialty?”
“After the speech you gave me yesterday? I wouldn’t dare.”
“Oh. Right,” Terrin murmured. “Good. Still, we should get to 

River’s Cross as soon as possible.”
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Brayden

The servant knocked seven times before Brayden could manage 
a thick, sleepy, “Okay, okay, five more minutes.” And rolled 

over.
As he burrowed deeper into the pillow, a vague thought flitted 

through his mind. He had meant to wake up early hadn’t he? But 
he was so tired…

He jerked up, sending his pillow flying across the room.
“Urragh,” he groaned as his wounded arm twinged.
He remembered it all: the glint of moonlight on that wickedly 

curved knife, pain when the blade sliced into his bicep. His own 
knife slipping through the assassin’s neck. The blood on his 
bedroom rug. No wonder he was so tired. He’d be surprised if he 
got four, or even three, hours of sleep the previous night. He just 
hoped he’d taken the man’s body far enough away from the castle 
district that no one would tie it back to him.

But who had sent the assassin?
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Who had tried to start a war?
Gillian Fredrico? The ambassador from North Raec hated 

him, Brayden was sure. But Gillian was no traitor. He wouldn’t 
try to kill his own prince.

King Orin? The South Raecan monarch’s desire for peace 
seemed sincere.

A South Raecan noble, perhaps that hot-headed Baron Torc? 
If it was one of the South Raec nobles, then there was a chance 
Brayden could figure it out by seeing their reactions to him.

That is, if he got to the palace before they would expect news 
of his death—

He jumped from bed, traces of exhaustion not quite forgotten, 
but outweighed by political matters. He had come here to keep 
a war from starting, and he intended to fulfill that mission.

He dressed quickly, placed the pillow back on the bed, and 
ran down the stairs, wondering if it would be reasonable for him 
to go straight to the palace and have breakfast there.

“Prince Brayden.”
Ambassador Gillian Fredrico greeted him before he passed 

the dining room. Brayden slowed, dreading what came next. He 
stopped in the arched doorway.

He had hoped that the ambassador would still be asleep at 
this hour.

Gillian stood, both hands on the table as he leaned across, 
staring at Brayden.

“We need to discuss your behavior at the palace yesterday,” 
said Gillian, straightening to cross his arms.

Brayden bowed his head. He might be a prince, but as the 
second son, he received little to no respect from other nobles of 
any rank. And he couldn’t blame them. His brother Tyler had the 
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bearing of royalty, even from childhood, while he was more likely 
to trip over his own feet.

“I thought we had that discussion last night,” he mumbled.
Gillian humphed. “We did. But I’m afraid that I was in a sour 

mood, and I may not have expressed myself as clearly as was my 
intention.

“Although you disobeyed my instructions to remain silent 
during the court session, I admit that somehow you seem to have 
won King Orin’s interest. I had originally intended to place you 
on the first boat back to Coricstead. But as it is, I will consider 
allowing you to stay for a marginally extended period of time, 
under certain conditions.”

Brayden resisted the urge to roll his eyes. Gillian was certainly 
an experienced ambassador—experienced in long words and 
complicated sentences.

“What conditions?” He would agree to almost anything if it 
got him out of the house.

“First off, you must say nothing decisive. Ever. If it can possibly 
be helped, you should endeavor not to talk to anyone without my 
permission. I do not have time to train you in the finer points of 
diplomacy, so if you want to say something, consult with me first. 
If it is true that King Orin is set on negotiating a new treaty, then 
you must tell him that—”

“No.”
Brayden wasn’t sure what made him say it, but before he could 

think twice, the word popped out.
Gillian stopped and flushed. But he wasn’t a horrible 

ambassador, and he managed a forced smile before saying, “Excuse 
me?”

Well, Brayden thought, if I intend to do anything here, I have 
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to follow through now.
“I am a prince of North Raec. If I decide to stay longer 

than originally planned, you cannot stop me. If I decide to talk 
with someone, even the king, you cannot stop me. I accept full 
responsibility for any consequences my actions here may have, but 
I alone will be the judge of what those actions will be.

“When you next write to my father, you may ask him to order 
me back to Coricstead. But I will not go home until I receive such 
an order, or until I decide on my own that it is time.”

He held Gillian’s eyes, hoping that the ambassador couldn’t 
hear his thudding heart.

The ambassador gritted his teeth. “It is one thing to say 
you’ll accept the responsibility, and quite another to fulfill such 
a commitment. I must answer to King Nylan for whatever 
repercussion may ensue, and I cannot let you go off and do 
whatever you want—”

“If it will ease your worries, I will read all of my father’s 
commands concerning your actions here. I will study your reports. 
I will listen to your counsel. But first I would like to eat breakfast 
and visit the palace again.”

Gillian clenched his fists. “Perhaps first you should read the 
letter from your father regarding your purpose here.”

“Did that letter anywhere state that Father ordered me not to 
do or say anything?”

“Not explicitly.”
“Then, as I said, if you dislike my actions, you must appeal to 

my father.”
Brayden spun on his heel and left. If he wasn’t allowed to eat 

breakfast at the palace, then he’d go without, but sitting down to 
a meal with Gillian after that conversation would be unbearable.
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Nora

I’ve been here before! I’m sure of it.” Nora pulled Minty to 
a sharp stop, examining the fallen log just in front of her. She 

was no forest expert, but she was certain she’d crossed paths with 
the same one not long before.

“How do the forest people keep all of these trees straight?” 
Nora muttered, as she turned Minty away. The last time, she’d 
gone around the log, so this time she cut to the left. North, she 
hoped. It was not the straightest line to River’s Cross, but it was 
better than circling the same area for the whole morning.

She seemed to have made the right decision. They had only 
gone a few strides through the forest when the underbrush opened 
to reveal a deer trail. Nora clucked and Minty picked up a trot.

She hated to keep Chris waiting, to delay his quest. Andrea 
had warned of something terrible coming when she showed them 
the first riddle, and judging from the rumors they’d heard in the 
mountains, and the soldiers in the forest, a war would start soon.

“
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When King Miles followed the riddles, hundreds of years ago, 
he’d found the Riddled Stone and used its power to end a horrible 
war. Nora didn’t know what they would find, but it had to be 
important. And time was running out.

2

Arnold

“Suppose we should think about stopping for the night soon?” 
Arnold asked.

“We might stop at one of those farms over there,” said Thomas, 
pointing across a few fields. “Most country folk are willing to 
welcome travelers, if only in hope of news.”

“Well, a warm meal would be nice,” said Arnold. “And 
a  proper bed,” he added with a smile. “Though they probably 
know more about current events than we do.”

“We can certainly hope for a warm meal, but we shouldn’t 
intrude too much,” scolded Thomas.

“Fine, fine,” said Arnold. But glancing at the sun that was 
already casting a reddish glow over the fields, he was sure they’d be 
in luck. He doubted anyone would refuse them if they arrived at 
the start of the evening meal. “Let’s hurry though.”

It took longer to reach the farms than Arnold had expected, 
since they needed to avoid treading on the freshly planted crops. 
But as they pulled near, he could see men still working in the fields 
closer to the buildings, which turned out to be several houses 
clustered together.

Good, thought Arnold, we’re in time for supper.
The three men working closest together looked up and leaned 

on their hoes as the travelers approached. One said something that 
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made the leftmost man shake his head.
They slowed their horses, and Thomas waved. Arnold almost 

used his left hand to do the same, but stopped himself. Instead he 
nodded to the men and tucked his stump behind his leg where he 
hoped it wouldn’t be so obvious.

The one who had shaken his head approached them. 
A middle-aged man, his hair salted with gray, with a ruddy face 
and calloused hands.

“Welcome friends. I hope health and prosperity have 
accompanied your travels.”

As Thomas returned a long-winded greeting, the smallest of 
the men—still a boy really—groaned. The third, little more than 
a boy himself, elbowed him and glared.

The spokesman sighed. “Excuse my son. He has little patience 
for… anything.”

Thomas laughed. “It is fine.”
Arnold caught the boys’ eyes and winked, mouthing, “Me, 

too.” The older boy raised his eyes in exasperation while the 
younger grinned.

“I am Leonard. This is my eldest son, Lenny,” said the man, 
gesturing to the two boys. “And Michael, my youngest. I assume 
you’re looking for a place to stay?”

“That would be nice, though we by no means wish to intrude. 
Just a spot in a barn will be fine.”

Leonard shook his head. “No, no. You’re more than welcome 
to stay at our house. The village isn’t big enough for an inn, but my 
wife insists on making up for it, and she wouldn’t dream of you 
staying anywhere less than a proper bedroom. And you’re in luck. 
I imagine the evening meal will be ready soon.”

“You’re too kind. We have our own food and—”
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Leonard held up his hands. “It’s not the choice of any of 
us. My wife will force it down your throat if she has to. Besides, 
tonight is a village get-together. There will be more than enough 
food for everyone and their fifth cousin.”

“I’m afraid I only brought my fourth cousin,” said Arnold 
before he could stop himself.

Leonard pinched his eyebrows together, but Michael cut off 
any immediate response he might have made by bursting into 
laughter. Even Lenny seemed amused.

When Michael had regained control of himself, their father 
continued, “Anyway, you’re welcome to head straight on to our 
house. It’s the—”

The ringing of a bell interrupted him.
“Or, I guess we can take you ourselves,” said Leonard, shaking 

his head.
Thomas chuckled, then dismounted. Following his lead, 

Arnold slipped off his horse’s back. As he took a hold of Rich’s 
reins to lead him to the town, Michael gasped.

All turned to the boy, and even in the late evening light, 
Arnold could see he was blushing. “Sorry, I stubbed my toe.” He 
quickly looked away, but not before they could follow his gaze to 
Arnold’s stump.

Lenny’s mouth formed a small ‘o’, and Leonard started to say 
something, but Arnold laughed. “Stubbed toes: the only thing 
worse than dragon bites.”

They walked on in silence. As they drew near the house, the 
door swung open and a plump woman stepped out, with a sparkle 
in her eyes and a warm smile.

Leonard said, “And this is May.”
“Oh, hello, welcome,” May said. “You must be so tired from 
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traveling. Here, just put your horses in the barn. Let Julie get those 
bags for you so you can go wash up. Leonard asked you to stay 
the night, right? Sometimes he forgets how to be polite. But you 
must stay. You can’t go much further tonight, and it gets so cold 
on the plains when the sun sets. This summer especially seems 
rather slow to warm up. And you’re in luck, we’re having a bit of 
a party tonight, nothing big, but there will be plenty of good food 
and some music.”

As Julie took their bags, she whispered, “Mother used to 
dream of running an inn, until she realized she’d have to charge 
money.”

2

The houses of the village were built in a rough circle, making 
a plaza around the community well. Each family spread a blanket 
or set up table and chairs near their own home, but immediately 
splintered and formed new groups.

A few women greeted May with a hug, teased her about 
inviting in strangers yet again, and dragged her and Julie off to 
join their gaggle. Leonard and Thomas joined the other farmers. 
Children scarfed down their food and started playing, darting to 
and fro and occasionally upsetting someone’s drink.

Soon the sun disappeared. A bonfire was lit, and one man set 
to tuning a fiddle.

Arnold stayed where Leonard had set up his family’s blanket, 
nibbling the last few of May’s dumplings. He could hear the 
farmers’ conversations, but his mind wandered. He was more 
interested in the children’s games than whether the lingering cool 
spell would stunt the corn.
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And when Thomas mentioned he was a healer, Arnold 
lost interest entirely as several farmers and a few of the wives 
surrounded him, seeking advice on anything from a child’s fever 
to how to handle a breech birth in livestock, even asking about 
herbs to discourage mice.

Lenny and Michael sat nearby. Out of the corner of his 
eye, Arnold could see Michael watching him, nibbling his lip, 
and rocking in place a little. Lenny was staring across the plaza, 
a dumpling hanging from his limp hand.

“So, are you and Thomas adventurers?” Michael finally 
blurted out.

Arnold grinned. “Well, we’ve certainly had a lot of adventures.”
Michael glanced toward his parents, though it was hard to 

see anyone clearly in the light of the leaping flames, then scooted 
closer and whispered, “How’d you lose your hand?”

“Michael!” Lenny hissed. “You know better than to pry.”
Arnold laughed.
“It’s fine. I don’t mind. We were attacked by wolves coming 

over the mountains. One of them bit me, and the wound got 
infected.”

“You came over the mountains?” Michael’s eyes widened, 
turning reddish gold in the firelight. “Scar Range, right? Aren’t 
there harpies? Did you get a good look at them?”

“Slow down, Michael, and think,” Lenny said. “If he had, he’d 
be dead.”

Arnold hesitated. He had, in fact, gotten a very close look at 
all kinds of harpies, even spoke with them. But he could hardly tell 
Michael and Lenny about that.

Still, he hated to disappoint Michael.
“Well,” Arnold spoke slowly. “We did get attacked by harpies, 
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actually.” This made even Lenny’s eyes round. “And we barely 
escaped. We got lucky really.” Luck had certainly been a factor. 
Arnold shook his head and added, “I would not recommend ever 
fighting a harpy.”

“What are they like?” Michael leaned forward, sucking his 
lower lip in anticipation.

“Terrifying. Even the children are large and dangerous. Their 
beating wings make it hard to focus. And their talons, they’re 
maybe this long.” He held his arms about two feet apart. “Curved 
and deadly.”

“Whoa,” said Michael. “I wish I could be an adventurer. Or 
a knight. I would give anything to be a knight.”

“Don’t be ridiculous, Michael,” said Lenny. “A scrawny boy 
like you? You’d just get killed.”

Michael’s jaw clenched. “You’ll see. Bobby said there’s a war 
going to start soon. And I plan to be the first one out there 
fighting.”

“Michael! Don’t say things like that. You—You can’t just run 
off to a war. I mean…” Lenny bit his lip. “They wouldn’t want 
a sixteen-year-old boy fighting, anyway.”

Michael crossed his arms. “The younger prince is sixteen, isn’t 
he? I bet he’ll be fighting.”

“Not likely. I don’t think he’s even a proper knight yet.”
“Well, he’s a prince. Why’d he need the title of knight?”
Lenny chuckled. “From what I’ve heard, he’s not much of 

a prince.”
Arnold had heard stories of the worthless younger prince. 

His own father had once tutored both princes in swordplay. 
He’d complained, “The boy’s as likely to cut off his own arm as 
his enemy’s. And he has no guts.” He winced at the memory. 
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Regardless of personal ability, the boy was still a prince, and that 
ought to have earned him some respect.

But it said something worth considering that even common 
folk from the middle of nowhere had formed the same opinion.

Michael had not given up on his argument. “Well, just ’cause 
he can’t prince right, or is only sixteen, doesn’t mean he can’t 
fight,” he grumbled.

“I know someone who was knighted at sixteen,” inserted 
Arnold.

“Really? Who?” said Michael.
Glad he’d distracted them from debating the prince’s 

princeliness, Arnold gave his wording a second thought. A small 
lie would be better than giving away his identity. “Not that I ever 
met him. But I heard that Earl Fredrico’s eldest son Anthony was 
knighted at sixteen.”

And had I not gone to school, I would have beaten his record and 
made knight at fourteen, he added silently.

“See,” said Michael, punching Lenny in the shoulder. “It’s not 
impossible for a sixteen-year-old to fight.”

Lenny scowled and crossed his arms.
“Still,” said Arnold quickly, not wanting to lose all his favor 

with Lenny. “That was after a lifetime of training, and a big 
helping of talent on top of it. And war is a terrible thing. Having 
your life constantly on the line might sound like adventure, but if 
you experienced it, you’d miss home.”

“You should listen to him,” said Lenny. “I don’t understand 
why you’re so eager to get yourself killed.”

“You wouldn’t,” snapped Michael. “You like living the same 
life, year after year. You have good friends, and a girl—if you’d 
ever ask her.”
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Here, Michael glanced pointedly across the plaza. Though 
Arnold couldn’t make out who he was looking at, he followed on 
the new mood and gave a low whistle.

“Shut up,” said Lenny. “I’ll ask her when I’m good and ready.”
“Well,” said Arnold, smiling, “at least you know you like her. 

That’s better than some people I’ve met. But don’t wait too long. 
Time is gold, you know.”

“That’s not even what the saying means,” muttered Lenny.
Michael and Arnold laughed.
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